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FORM B

Date of Offence

Date of FIR.

Date of Charge-sheet

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any

Accused Details

27-09-2013

2B-09-2013

31 10 2013

28-04-2015

17-08-2015

22 72-202r

22-t2-2027

SHUKHON

COGOI

Whether

Acquitted

or

convicted

Convicted

Convicted

Date of Framing of Charges

Date of commencement of evidence

Date on which judgment is reserved

Rank of

the

Accused

Name of

Accused

Date of

Arrest

Date of

Release

on Bail ffilI

Home
Guard

Anjan Nath
29 09-
20r 3

04-01-
2014

Section
302134 ol
IPC Act.

Home
Guard

Sailen Nath 07- 10-
20i3

07-01-
20t4

Section
302134 ol
IPC Act.

Sentence

Imposed

Periodof

Detention

undergone

during Trial

for purpose

of Section

438,

Cr.P.C.

Rigorous
Imprisonment
for Life and
fine of Rs.

10,000/ in

default 3

months S.l.

3 months
6 days

Rigorous
Imprisonme
nt for Life

and fine of
Rs. 10,000/-
an default 3
months S.l.

3 months
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RANK NAME

NATUR

(EYE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNE

PANCH WITNES

PW1 Sri Rabindra Kr Nath

PW2 Sri Tankeswar Nath

PW3 Sri Kisor Hazarika

PW4 Prasanta Kr. Nath Eye

PW5 Sri Manik Lahon

Dr. Dibakar Saikia MedPW6

PW7 Sri Pabitra Bora

PW8 Sri Sankar Bania Police

Prosecution

Form C

Defence Witnesses. if any :

TURE OF EVIDENCE

ESS, POLICE WITNESS,

ESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

ESS, OTHER WITNESS)

Other Witness.

Other Witness.

Seizure Witness.

Witness (Informant).

Other Witness.

ical Witness.

Seizure Witness.

Witness (I/O).

B,

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)
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NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

IIST OF PROSECUTION/ DEFENCE/ COURT EXHIBITS

A" Prosecution:

Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

Inquest Report.

sel1urc llsl
Ejahar.

Post Mortem Report.

Dead Body Challan.

Charge sheet.

Sketch Map.

1 Ext -1

2 Ext-2

)
Ext-3

Ext-44

5 Ext-5

6 Exl.6

7 Exl..7
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B. Defence:

C. Court Exhibits

D. Material Objects:

Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

NIL NIL Nil

Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

Nit Nil Nil

Sr. No Material Object Number Description

1 Material Ext. 1
Khukuri sized 1& % Feet.
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ESSION CASE NO. 222 of2014
Under section 302134 of t.p.C

(Arising out of G. R Case No. 2516 of 2013)

State of Assam

-Vs-
1. Anjan Nath

2. Sailen Nath

Present:

For the State

For the accused

Date of Argument

Date of Judgment : 22-12-2021.

JUDGMENT

l. On 28-09-2013 one prashanta Kr Nath lodged an FIR in Bihagura
Out Post alleging inter alia that on 27-09_2073 at about 9.30 pM his
brother Dusmanta Kr Nath came out with his guest Rabindra Nath as a
mark of cuftsey to guest but to his surprise accused Anjan Nath and
Sailen Nath named in the FIR killed him right in front of his sister-in_law
and him by stabbing his brother with a sharp cutting weapon. Hence,
the case.

... Accused persons

Sri C.B. Gogoi,
Sessions Judge,
Sonitpur :Sonitpur.

Mr. M.C. Baruah, public prosecutor

S. K. Alam, Legal Aid counsel.

08-72-2021..
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2. Following the information, Bihaguri Out post entered the same in
general diary vide GDE No. 399 dated 28_09_2013 and forwarded the
same to Tezpur pS for registering the same. Having received the same
Tezpur Police station got a case registered being Tezpur pS case No.
125u2013 uls 302134 IpC and entrusted sI Sankar Bania to invesugate
the case.

3. Accordingly, the Investigating Officer visited the place of
occurrence, recorded the statement of witnesses u/s 161 Cr.p.C., seized

one blood strain "khupuri,, sized l and half feet length vide MR No.

40312013 vide Ext. 2, did inquest on the dead body, Ext. 1, did post
moftem on the dead body of the deceased, (Ext. 4), prepared Challan
for sending the dead body for examanation, (Ext. 5), drew the sketch
map, (Ext. 7) and on conclusion of investigation, having found prima_

facie case police Rnally laid the charge-sheet vide Ext. 6 against accused

Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath u/s 302134 IpC to stand trial.

4. During the course of trial, when accused persons appeared in

Court, the learned Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur, Sri M.

Baruah, vide order dated j,2-Og-2074 committed the case record to the
Court of Sessions for trial after due compliance of Section 2Ol Ct.p.C.

5, Receiving the case record on committal, my learned predecessor

registered a case being Sessions Case No. 2Zl of ZOl4 and thereafter,
having heard the learned lawyers appearing for both sides and on
perusal the materials available on record, having found prima-facie case,

my learned predecessor, vide order dated 2g_04_2015 framed charge
against accused Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath u/s 302/34 IpC. The
particulars of the offence on being read over and explained accused
persons pleaded not guilty and claimed trial. Accordingly, directed
prosecution to summon the watnesses.

Sessions Case No. 221 of 2OL4 Pagc /
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6. During the course of trial, prosecution examined as many as 8

(Eight) witnesses including the informant, the Medical officer as well as

the Investigating Officer.

7, At the end of the prosecution evidence, accused were examined

u/s 313 Cr.P.C., but, accused denied all the prosecution evidence as

totally false and concocted. On being asked, accused however

expressed declined to adduce defence evidence.

8. POINT FOR DETERMINATION :

"Whether on 27-09-2073 at about 9,3O PM

accused Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath, in
furtherance of their common intention caused

death of Dushmanta Nath and thereby committed

offence punishable u/s 302/34 IPC as alleged ?"

Discussions, Decisions and Reasons thereof.

9. I have heard the arduous argument of the learned lawyers

appearing for both sides.

10. The learned PP Mr. M.C. Baruah, appearing for the State

arduously contended that this is a case of murder committed by accused

Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath right in front of his brother Prashanta Kr

Nath who is the informant and in front of his house. The evidence of

informant has been duly corroborated by medical evidence of Dr.

Divakar Saikia PW6 who dld the post mortem and the evidence of I.O.

Sankar Bania who investigated the case. According to learned PP the

evidence of prosecution witnesses are all credible and trustworthy and

there is no scope of doubting their evidence. This is a heinous crime of

murder and the accused persons needs to be punished adequately.

11. On the other hand, learned Senior counsel S.K. Alam for the

accused persons vehemently disputed the submissions made by learned

Sessions Case No. 227 ot 2Ol4 Pagc 8
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P.P., contending inter-alia that the evidence of PW1 Rabindra Kr Nath

cannot be relied on who in his evidence deposed that on 27-09-2013 at

about 8 PM he went to the house of his friend Dusmanta Nath and at

about 9 PM he came out from the house of Dusmanta and from the

courtyard Dusmonto went back home and he also left for his house, but,

when he about to reach his house hearing hue and cry he came back to

the house of Dusmonto and found Dusmonto lying on the road with

injury and bleeding. Then, on being informed, police came and took the

injured to hospital where he declared brought died.

L2, In his cross-examination PW1 stated that deceased Dusmonto

was his friend and after dinner in his house Dusmonto went back home

after advancing him, there was election prior to the incident and

deceased was supporter of congress party but he could not say whether

there was street light on the road or not and when he reached the spot

there were several persons present at the spot includlng Gaonburah.

Therefore, the evidence of PW1 is not reliable.

13. Likewise, the evidence of PW4 Prasanta Kr Nath who is not an

eye witness to the occurrence cannot be relied on. According to learned

counsel this witness Prasanta Kr Nath in his evidence stated that at the

time of incident he was in his residence and about to take his dinner

and when he reached the spot hearing the cry of his sister-in-law, his

brother was found lying outside the house with cut injuries on his hand

and head.

14. According to learned defence counsel, PW4 adduced

exaggerated evidence that he saw accused Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath

fleeing away from the place of occurrence. By his own version his sister-

in-law told him that accused Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath inflicted injury

on the hand and head of his brother by a sharp cutting weapon.

Therefore, no reliance can be placed on his evidence in the absence of

evidence of the wife of deceased who was present on the spot at the

Sessions Case No. 227 of 2OL4 Page 9



time of occurrence lt is contended that the evidence of PW4 is not

direct but hearsay one for which no reliance can be placed on his

evidence.

15.Learneddefencecounselfurthersubmittedthattheprosecution

has purposefully suppressed the evidence of very vital witness namely

theWifeofdeceasedwhowasstatedtobepresentonthespotatthe

time of alleged incident but the statement of the said witness was

neither recorded by I'O' u/s 161 Cr'P C' or uls 164 Cr'P C' before

Magistrate or she has been examined by prosecution as couft witness

ThisisaVitalflowoftheprosecutioncase.Thisclearlygoestoshow

that the prosecution intentionally suppressed the material fact only to

implicate the accused persons knowing it fully well that there is no eye

witness to the incident' The fact remains that the incident occurred at

night and none had seen the incident' Therefore' more serious the

offence heavier the duty cast upon the prosecution to produce evidence

worthy of credence But, in the instant case the prosecution has

miserably failed to discharge this onerous duty Contrary to this' the

CHATRA Drosecution wrtness namely PW4 is trying to give the impression that
BHUKH lirlXj;il,:L '

3'i"-' i-",il- the incident of murder took place right in presence of wife of deceased

Gocol 
as well as in his presence' Therefore, no conviction can be sustained

based on such unwofthy and uncorroborated evidence'

16. PW4, Prasanta Kr Nath was further examined by prosecution on

18-11-2019 where in his cross-examination he denied that wife of

deceased Rekha Devi did not see the incident and police did not record

her statement. If thls be the case, prosecution ought to have examined

Smti Rekha Devi wife of deceased Dusmanata Nath as C W but non-

examination of this vltal witness led to definite presumption that she

was not an eye witness to the occurrence for which prosecution did not

examined her with the fear of revealing the actual truth'

Sessions Case No. 227 ot 2Ot4 Page 10
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L7, It is further contended that the I'O' also made no sclentific

investigation and collect such credible evidence to rope the accused

persons with the offence of murder' Moreover' even though'

prosecution examined the I.O but his cross-examination was kept

reserved but subsequently, the I O was expired Therefore' the defence

did not get any opportunity to contradict the I'O' with that of the

witnesses recorded by him u/s 161 Cr'P C As such, the evidence in chief

of I.O. PW8 bears no evidentiary value in the eye of law' Consequently'

the evidence of PW4 Prasanta Kr Nath that he had seen accused Anjan

NathandSailenNathfleeingawayfromthespotaftercommittingthe

crime has no evidentiary value in the absence of defence getting any

opportunity of contradicting his evidence with the I o As such' the

evidenceofPW4cannotbeusedforthepurposeofre{ordingconviction

of accused persons without having any corroboration to that effect'

18, Learned defence counsel further assailed the prosecution case

on the ground that except PW4 the evidence of other witnesses namely

PW1 Rabindra Kr Nath, PW2 Sri Tankeswar Nath' PW 3 Sri Kiran

Hazarika, PW5 Manik Lahon are all hearsay and no reliance can be

placed on their evidence. It is contended that though medical officer

PW6 found cut inJurles on the body of deceased on post mortem

examination, this cannot be linked with the accused persons as the

prosecution failed to establish beyond all reasonable doubt that it was

theaccusedwhokilledthedeceased.Infact,nodirectevidencehas

emerged against any of the two accused' The I O arrested the accused

persons on suspicion without collecting any substantive evidence against

them. Therefore, learned counsel for accused arduously contended that

the entire prosecution case is based on falsehood and as such both the

accused are entitled to acquittal on the ground of benefit of doubt'

19. In the midst of the rival submissions of learned lawyers

appearing for the State as well as for the accused, this court is required

to consider the evidence of the prosecution witnesses as well as

Sessions Case No. 227 ot 2oL4 Page 1l
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documents produced and proved by the prosecution from very close
range for coming to a final conclusion in the case.

20. On careful reading of the evidence of all the eight prosecution
witnesses including the documents produced and proved by the
prosecution, the following facts have emerged.

i) That a gory and barbaric incident of murder took place on the
night of 27-09-2013 around 9.30 pM in front of the gate of the own
house of deceased Dusmanta Nath to that effect an. FIR Ext. 3 was
lodged by Prasanta Kr. Nath pW4 on 28-09_2013.

ii) As deposed by pW4 prasanta Kr. Nath he had seen accused
Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath fleeing away from the p.O. and
subsequently, Anjan Nath surrendered before police and pWg

Investigating Officer Sankar Baniya also deposed that accused Anjan
Nath surrendered in the police station with a ,,dao,,in 

his hand.
iii) Police seized a blood strained .,Khukuri,, about 1 and half feet

length vide MR No. 403/2013 vide Ext. Z in presence of witness pabitra

Bora and Kiran Hazarika produced by accused in the police station as
deposed by PW8 I.O. Sankar Bania. Kiran Hazarika pW3 and pabitra

Bora PW7 in their evidence in court conflrmed that they put thelr
signatures in the Ext. 2 seizure list and identifled their signatures as Ext.
2(1) and Ext. 2(2) respectivery and pw3 Kiran Hazarika arso confirmed
that he had seen the .Khukuri, 

in court.

iv) As deposed by pWg Sankar Baniya the I.O. the deceased was
immediately rushed to Tezpur Medical College but on that day post
moftem could not be done so body was kept in the morgue and post
mortem (Ext. 4) was done on 28-09-2013 by pW6 Dr. Divakar Saikia.

v) That inquest was done by Asstt. Sub Inspector Dilip Saikia
vide Ext. 1.

21, Argument of the learned counsel appearing for the accused that
Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath were arrested by police only on suspicion

without having any direct evidence of any prosecution witness of the

Sessions Case No. 222 ol 2OL4
Page L2
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gory incident of murder has little force in view of the evidence of pW4

Prasanta Kr. Nath who in his evidence categorically deposed that on 27_

09-2013 at around 9.30 pM while his elder brother Dusmanta Nath

along with his wife and friend Rabindra Nath (pwl) after dinner went
out from hjs house, hearing hue and cry of his elder brother,s wife he
came out and saw his brother lying senseless on the ground outside the
house with cut injuries on his head and hand and he also saw accused

Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath fleeing away from the place of occurrence.
Then, the wife of his elder brother also told htm that accused Anjan

Nath and Sailen Nath inflicted injuries on the head and hand of his

brother with a sharp cutting weapon. In the evidence of pW1 one thing
is clear that he had not seen the incident in his eyes but he confirmed

that the incident occurred after 9 pM on 27-09-2013 which fact has

been corroborated by the evidence of pW4 that the incident of murder
took place at 9.30 PM in front of the house of the deceased Dusmonto
Kr Nath. The evidence of pW4 prasanta Kr Nath bring credence because

the very incident took place in close proximate from his house.

22, Now, it is to be noted this gory incident of murder took place

within the own house campus of deceased and pW4 having seen the
accused persons fleeing away as soon as he comes out from his house

after hearing the hue and cry cannot be thrown out as unworthy of
credence because the time between assault on deceased and pW4

having seen the accused persons fleeing from the p.O. was very
proximate and it is highly possible for the pW4 to have seen the accused
persons fleeing from the scene because the incident took place in front
of the gate of his own house which is at a very short distance even

though the distance was not mentioned by pW4. On the other hand,
Ext. 7 the sketch map clearly indicates that the p.O. was in front of the
house of deceased and the I.O. has described the p.O. marked as ,A,,

the house of deceased marked as .8, and the house of accused Anjan

Sessions Case No. 221 ol 2OL4 Page 13
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Nath and Sailen Nath marked as 'C' which are situated in a very close

range with each other.

23. It is also to be noted that both the accused are next door

neighbour of deceased Dusmanat Nath and PW4 Prasanta Kr Nath

therefore, accused are well known to PW4 and it is not difficult for him

to identifo the accused persons.

24. The evidence of PW4 Prasanta Kr. Nath is direct as per Section

60 of Indian Evidence Act as in his evidence he refers to a fact which he

had seen and deposed the same ln court. Therefore, the evidence of

PW4 cannot be discarded as hearsay or unworthy of credit.

25. As argued by the learned Senior Counsel S.K. Alam appearing for

the accused persons that non-examination of wife of deceased thus cast

a serious doubt about the credlbility of evidence of PW4 and other

prosecution witnesses in the considered estimation of this court this

argument do not bear much significance in view of the fact that even if

this court do not believe that part of the evidence of PW4 that the wife

of deceased also told him that accused Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath cut

her husband and she saw it, then also, the evidence of PW4 that he saw

both the accused fleeing away from the scene when he rushed out to

the place of occurrence from inside the house is sufficient to rely on his

evidence because the manner in which PW4 witnessed the accused

persons running away from the place of occurrence by committing the

ghastly, barbaric and gory incident of attack on hls brother has been

fully corroborated by medical evidence. Therefore, there is no reason to

disbelieve/ discard his evidence as unwofthy of credence. He may not

see the accused strikinq the fatal blows but had seen the accused

persons running away from the Place immediately after the occurrence

and he saw his brother lying on the ground with profuse bleeding.

Under such charqed situation in which incident took place, nothing more

can be expected from the mouth of a wltness and no falsity can be

attributed to the evidence of PW4. Therefore, the evidence of PW4 in

Sessions Case No. 227 ol 2OL4 Page 14
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the considered view of this court is very cogent, natural and worthy of

credence.

26, Moreover, non-examination of wife of deceased by I.O. u/s 161

Cr.P.C. who is a vital witness may be a part of defective investigation

but in the face of evidence of PW4 the value of the prosecution case no

way decreases for non-examination of another eye watness as

contended by learned defence counsel.

27, Another defect pointed out by the learned defence counsel is

recording of statement of PW4 by I.O. twice u/s 161 Cr.p.C. which

according to learned defence counsel raise a suspicion about the

credibility of this witness. However, on close reading of the case diary, it

appears that PW4 was examined by I.O. on 27-09-2073 on the day of

incident itself where PW4 clearly stated before police that when he and

his sister-in-law running out from the house he saw accused Anjan Nath

and Sailen Nath fleeing away from the p.O. Incidentally, the unfortunate

incident of murder took place on 27-09-2013 at about 9.30 pN4.

2A. The subsequent statement of PW4 was recorded by police on 29-

09-2013 after two days of the incident which has slight difference with

that of his statement recorded by police on the day of incident itself.

The court has to see the truthfulness and credlbility of his statement

only with that of his evidence in court and to see how far it contradicts

with his evidence in court on oath. Having so examined, it is clear that

there is no noticeable contradiction, omission or exaggeration in the

evidence of PW4 with that of his first statement recorded by police u/s

161 Cr.P.C. on 27-09-2013 immediately after the incident which

materially corroborate the fact of incident. Therefore, the subsequent

statement of PW4 recorded by police u/s 161 Cr.p.C. again on 29-09-

2013 after two days of the incident is part of faulty and casual

investigation on the part of I.O. which bears no value in the face of first

statement recorded by police which corroborated his evidence adduced

in court. So, a court of law need not place much importance on the

second statement of PW4 Prasanta Kr Nath recorded by police u/s 161

Sessions Case No. 227 ol 2Ot4 Pagc 15
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Cr.P.C. cannot be used for the purpose of corroboration/ contradiction

as asserted by the learned defence counsel S K Alam As such' for such

defect in investigation alone cannot be a ground for extending benefit to

accused when the fact of murder has been corroborated by other

credible and reliable evidence.

29, In thls regard, it is appropriate to refer to a judgment of Hon'ble

Apex Court delivered in Appeal (crl') 1285 of 1998 (Allarakha K'

Mansuri vs State Of Gujarat) wherein Hon'ble Apex Court held as

under:

".. .... The defects in the investigation holding it to be shaky

and creating doubts also appears to be the result of the imaginative

thought of the trial court. Otherwise also defective investigation by

itself cannot be made a ground for acquitting the accused' The trial

court was also not iustified in holding that the statement of the

witnesses under Section 161 Cr.P'C' were recorded late by the police

and that there was any chance of manipulation' The FIR is proved to

have been recorded within 15 minutes of the occurrence and its copy

furnished to the Maqistrate within 24 hours, which rules out the

of manipulation' The contradictions in the evidence of the

witnesses, referred to in the judgment of the trial court, are of very

minor nature which instead of discarding their testimony strengthens

the case of the prosecution of the witnesses being truthful as they were

not shown to have made panot like statements' A critical examination

of the judgment of the tial court shows that the view taken by it was

uncalled for, not based upon the facts of the case or the legal evidence

tendered in the case and was the result of conjectures, imagination and

hypothesis. The High Court rightly hetd that the conclusions arrived at

by the triat couft were factuatly and tegally incorrect The High Court

was, therefore, iustified in re-examining the whole evidence produced

in the case and to hold that the accused'appellant was Proved to have

committed the olfence of murder beyond all reasonable doubt' He hds

rightly been convicted and sentenced for the commission of the

aforesaid offence. We do not find any illegality or enor of jurisdiction in

the judgnent of the High Court requiring our interference "

Sessions Case No. 227 ot 2OL4 Page 16
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30. As stated above, the evidence of PW4 is direct' credible and

wofthy of reliance and there is no reason to entertain suspicion or

attribute falsehood on his evidence on oath in cout merely because he

is the brother of deceased. Evidence of PW4 is found to be most cogent'

genuine, natural and worthy of credence The ghastly/ gory incident of

murder of his brother Dusmanata Nath took place within their own

campus and just a throw away distance and in such heat of moment the

emotion run high and body moves fast when any human being got

senseofanyheinouscrimeandPW4havingseentheaccusedappears

to be very cogent and natural and his evidence, therefore' cannot be

dlscarded on the ground that no conviction can be sustained on the

basisofsoleevidence.Moreover,thereisabsolutelynosuggestionfrom

the defence side that there is enmity between the PW4 and accused

persons for whlch PW4 falsely implicate the accused persons for the

offence of murder.

31. As per Section 134 of Indian Evldence Act, no particular number

of witnesses shall in any case be required for proving of any fact' In the

present case, admittedly, the gory incident of murder took place within

the throw away distance from the house of PW4 and the evidence of

PW4 has been materially corroborated by the evidence of Doctor PW6'

Therefore, for arriving into a decision of guilt the quantity of witness

does not matter but the quality of evidence counts' In this case, on

close examination of cross-examination of PW4 by defence it has been

notlced, more particularly, there is absolutely no suggestion by defence

to PW4 during his cross-examination that at the time of incident he was

not present in the house, that it was a dark night or there was no such

electric or moon light etc' and accused were unknown persons or not

present in their house on the day of incident or the house of accused

are situated at a far away distance or accused have enmity with

deceased to draw a presumption that evidence of PW4 is unwofthy of

credence. Surprisingly enough, both the accused are neighbour of PW4
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as such well known to him and it is not at all difficult for him to identify
the accused persons even by their voices or body structure and moving
style. The fact that at the time of incident pW4 having been in his
residence is most natural circumstance and nothing can be deduced
from it in the absence of any circumstance brought by defence during
cross-examination which may lead to inference that pW4 was not
present in his house and he did not saw the accused persons running
away from the place of occurrence ammediately after the incident.
Moreover, the evidence of other prosecution witnesses have duly
corroborated the fact of timing, place and injury sustained by the victim.
32, In this context, it is useful to refer to the latest judgment of
Hon'ble Supreme Court passed in Crl. Apl. No, g1 of 2021 (Gulab,..
Appellant Vs. State of Uttar pradesh ,,, Respondent) by Three
ludge Bench of Justices D. y. Chandrachud, A. S. Bopanna and Vikram
Nath regarding appreciation and value of interested witness, wherein it
was held in para 14, 15 & 16 as under:

"C.7 Evidence of ,interested witnesses,
14. In order to substantiate its case, the prosecution relied upon

the evidence of three eye-witnesses, pw_j Shabbir, pW_2 Saddu and
PW-3 lddu. PW 1, who is the brother of the deceased, stated that on
the day of the incident, at about 5 pm, he had proceeded to Majeedb
house, where the deceased was working to inform him about the lllness
of his daughter. pw-j was informed by Majeedb brother _ Ahmed that
the deceased had gone towards the pond where he saw the deceased.
At the same time, Idrish and the appel/ant were proceeding to the spot
from a Masjid. When the deceased stood afrei cleaning- himsel, the
appellant exhorted Idrish to kill hin, declaring him as an-enemy. Idrish
fired at Hanifa with a 0.315 bore pistol. The bu et hit hin on his chest
and he fell down and died on the spot. pw-t stated that the incident
was witnessed by Saddu (pW-2), Iddu (pW 3) and Lallu who were
threatened by the accused before they ran away to the village. pW-1
stated that he did not immediately visit the police Station due to the
fear of the accused and eventually lodged his repoft at g:30 pm. He
also deposed that there was a ngft between the deceased and ldrishabofi nve months ago in which the deceased was accused of
committing an offence under Section 302 of the IpC.

15. During the course of his cross_examination, pW_1 was
questioned in detail about the location of the incident and the position
of the deceased when the bullet had hlt him. No material inconsistency
or contrddiction has emerged from the evidence of the eyewitness. pW_
2 - Saddu specifica/ly deposed about the proximlty of.his house from
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the pond. He furnished a cogent reason to be present at the pond

stating that he was freshening up at the pond. Durlng his deposition,

PW i specifically referred to the role and presence of the ap@lant
being armed with the stick and exhorting ldrlsh to ki the deceased'

PW-3 lddu has, in similar terms, deposed to the place where the

deceased was fired at. PW-3 stated that he was returning home afrer

freshening up. When he reached the pond, he saw the appellant

encouragTrg ldrish to kill the decease4 after which ldrlsh fired at hin
and the bullet hit his chest Having carefully considered the depositions

of PWs 1, 2 and 3, there is no material inconsistency regarding the

nature or genesis of the lncident. Att the three witnesses have deposed

to (i) the presence of the deceased near the pond; (ii) the presence of
the dppettant and ldrish at the place of occurrence; (iii) the appelant
having exhoted ldrish to ki the deceased; and (iv) Idrish shooting the

deceased, as a result of which he sustained dn injury on the chest and

collapsed on the spot. It is well settted in law that the mere fact that

relatives of the deceased are the only witnesses is not sufficient to

discredit their cogent testimonies. Recently, a two-judge Eench of this

Court in Mohd, Rojali v.state of Assam,t reiterated the distinction

between "interested" and "related" witnesses. It was held that the mere

fact that the witnesses are related to the deceased does not impugn

the credibitity of their evidence if it is otherwise credible and cogent'

Speaking for this Court, Justice M M Shantanagoudar held:
"13. As regards the contention that all the eyewitnesses are

close relatives of the deceased, it is by now well'sexled that a
related witness cannot be said to be an "interested" witness

merely by virtue of being a relative of the victin This Couft has

etucidated the difference between "interested" and "related"

witnesses in a plethora of cases, stating that a witness maybe

called interested only when he or she derives some benefit from

the result of a litigation, which in the context of a criminal case

would mean that the witness has a dircct or indirect interest in

seeing the accused punished due to prior enmity or other reasons,

and thus has a motive to falsely implicate the accused finternal
citations onittedl.

14. In criminal cases, it is often the case that the offence is

witnessed by a ctose relative of the victim, whose presence on the

scene of the offence would be natural. The evidence of such a
witness cannot automatically be discarded by labeling the witness

as interested. Indeed, one of the ea iest statements with respect

to interested witnesses in criminal cases was made by this Court in

Dalip Singh v. State of Punjab [Dalip Sinqh v. State of Punjab,

1954 SCR 145 : AIR1953 5C364 :1953 CriLll465l,wherein this

Court observed: (AIR P. 356, Para 26)
"26. A witness is normally to be considered

independent unless he or she springs from sources which

are likely to be tainted and that usually means unless the
witness has cause, such as enmity against the accused, to
wish to implicate him falsely. ordinarily a close relative
would be the last to screen the real culprit and falsely

implicate an innocent Person. "
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15. In case of a related witness, the Court may not treat his
or her testimony as inherently tainted, and needs to ensure only
that the evidence is inherently retiable, probabte, cogent and
consistent,,,. "

16. The evidence on the record has been carefully evaluated by
the Sessions ludge as well as the High Coutt. There is no basis to
discredit the presence of the three eye-witnesses and nothing has been
elicited in the course of the cross-examination to doubt their presence.
The non-examination of the daughter of the deceased who was
allegedly unwe/l cannot be construed to be a circumstance that is fatal
to the prosecutionb case once the ocular evidence of pws j, 2 and 3 is
consistent and credib/e. The nature of the injuries found to have been
sustained by the deceased is consistent with the account furnished by
the eyewitnesses. "

33. Evidence of PW6 Dr Divakar Saikia also corroborated the

evidence of PW4 Sri Prasanta Kr Nath who in his evidence categorically

deposed that accused Anjan Nath and Saalen Nath inflicted injuries on
the head and hand of his brother with sharp cutting weapon. The doctor
PW6 in his evidence found the following injuries:

i) Sharp cutting injury on the right forearm just below the elbow
joint on Dorsho medial surface, size 3,, x 1,, x 1,,.

ii) Sharp cutting injury on the right parietal region of the scalp

cutting right parietal bone exposing brain matter size about 5cm x 1cm x
1cm.

iii) Sharp cutting injury on the occipital region of the scalp deep

into the occipital bone, size 4" x 1,, x 1,,.

Thoracic wall was stained with clotted blood. The injuries are

ante-mortem in nature and doctor opined that the cause of death was

due to haemorrhage and shock as a result injuries sustained.

34, From the very evldence of pW4 prasanta Kr Nath as

corroborated by medical evidence it is evident that both the accused

committed the offence of murder of Dusmanta Nath by repeatedly

assaulting him with dao which suggests that accused were determined

to cause fatal injury to victim with their common intention. The fact that
both the accused were seen by pW4 running away from the p.O.

established the fact that they attacked the deceased with common
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intention. It is not necessary to establish how many time each accused
attacked the deceased. The common intenlon may even be formed on
the spot. It is always dependent on the fact of each case. No general set
principle is there how and which manner common intentton is to be
formed or inferred by court.

35. Moreover, during the course of cross-examination of pW4 the
defence has failed to discredit pW4 on material pafticulars that he had
not seen the accused Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath running away from
the place of occurrence.

36. In the same judgment passed by Hon,ble Supreme Court passed

in Crl. Apl. No. 8t of 2021 (Gutab ... Appeilant Vs. State of Uttar
Pradesh ... Respondent) by Three Judge Bench of lustices D. y.

Chandrachud, A. S. Bopanna and Vikram Nath wherein it was held in

para 27, 24 & 27 as under regarding Section 34 of IpC:

C.2 Common intention under Section 34 of the fpc
21. Section 34 of the IpC provides that;

"34. Acts done by several persons in furtherance of
common intention.-When a criminal act is done by several persons in
furtherance of the common inten on of all, each of such persons is
liable for that act in the same manner as if it were done by him alone.,,

24. Emphaslzing the fundamental principles under/ying Section
34, this Court held that:

(, Section 34 does not create a distinct offence, but is
a principle of constructive liability;

(ii) In order to incur a joint tiability for an offence there
must be a pre-arranged and pre-mediated concert betyveen the accused
persons for doing the act actually done;

(ili) There may not be a long lnterval between the act
and the pre-meditation and the plan may be formed suddenty. In order
for Section 34 to apply, it is not necessary that the prosecution must
prove an act was done by a pafticu/ar person; and

(iv) The provision is intended to cover cases where a
number of persons act together and on the facts of the case, it is not
possible for the prosecution to prove who actually committed the crime.

27. The evidence on the record clea y establishes d common
intentton in pursuance of which the appellant exhorted ldrish to kill the
deceased. The prosecution is not requlred to prove that there was an
elaborate plan between the accused to kill the deceased or a plan was
Itt existence for a long time. A common inten on to commit the crime is
proved if the accused by their words or action lndicate their assent to
join in the commission of the crime. The appettant reached the spot
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with a lathi, along with ldrish who had a pistol. The appellant's
exhortatlon was cructal to the commission of the crime slnce it was only
after he made the statement that the enemy has been found, that
Idrish fired the fatal shot. The role of the appellant, his presence at the
spot and the nature of the exhortation have all emerged from the
consistent account of the three eye-witnesses.

37, The conduct of the accused are also very relevant as post crime

conduct under Section 9 of the Indian Evidence Act as one of the

accused Anjan Nath surrendered in the police station after the crime

which is a vital piece of evidence regarding the post crime conduct of

accused and this fact has been confirmed by I.O. PW 8 who in his

evidence-in-chief stated that accused Anjan Nath surrendered in the

police statlon with a dao in his hand and accused was arrested and

forwarded to court. Ext. 2 is the seizure list by which dao was seized

from accused Anjan Nath and he identified his signature as Ext. 2(3).

38, The argument of learned defence counsel S.K. Alam that

evidence of PW8 Sankar Bania cannot be used for the purpose of

recording conviction because the defence did not get opportunity to

cross-examine him in order to contradlct or corroborate the version of

other prosecution witnesses. Perusal of order sheet of case record it

appears that I.O. was examined on 15-03-2019 and cross-examination

was reserved after hearing the learned A.P.P. on the ground of failure of

the prosecution to produce the material exhibit due to closure of the

malkhana situated in the Deputy Commissionert Offlce because of

ensuring Lok Sabha Election. Subsequently, due to onslaught of Covid-

19 in the year 2020 LO. could not be examined but finally the I.O.

expired on 17-08-2020. It is to be noted that I.O. is a formal official

witness and due to his demise before cross-examination it is impossible

for the prosecution to produce him for cross-examination by defence,

Under such situation, the evidence-in-chief given by I.O. now deceased

cannot be thrown out as a whole as unworthy of credence if his

evidence corroborates the evidence of other prosecution witnesses in

material pafticulars merely on the ground that defence did not get
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opportunity to cross-examine him' Therefore, his evidence that accused

Anjan Nath surrendered in the police station with the offending dao

which corroborates the version of PW4 that accused surrendered in the

police station after the commlssion of the crime is acceptable one'

39, In view of the dispassionate and roving appreciation of evidence

of prosecution witnesses as discussed, this court has come to unerring

conclusion that it was accused Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath who have

committed ghastly crime of murder of Dusmanta Nath on 27-09-2013 in

frontofthehouseofdeceasedandtheiractcertainlycoverswithinthe

definitionofSection30OlPCpunishableu/s302IPCResultantly'both

the accused are found guilty u/s 302134 IPC and they are convicted

accordingly.

40. I have considered the Probation of Offenders Act' Accused

persons namely, Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath are aged about 42 and 46

years respectively and they are fully grown matured men well aware

about the consequences of their act' Therefore' this Cout do not

consider it a fit case to invoke the provision of the Probation of

offenders Act in respect of the accused persons'

SENTENCE HEARING

4L. I have heard accused Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath on the point of

sentence as provided u/s 235 (2) Cr'P C' It is submitted that accused

persons namely, Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath are aged about 42 and 46

years respectively and there are still considerable years left for survival

and they have their family to maintain in the event of putting them

behind bars their innocent family members will suffer a lot Therefore'

accused prays to impose lesser punishment
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42, In a iudgment reported in Mukesh & Anr. vs State for NCT Of

Delhi & Ors. Supreme Court held as under:

"340. The Courl in Haresh Mohandas Rdjput v State of Maharashtra

[171J, white dealing with the situation where the death sentence is waranted,

referred to the guidelines laid down in Bachan singh (supra) and the principles

culled out in Machhi Singh (supra) and opined as follows:

19. In Machhi Singh v, state of Puniab this Court expanded the rarest

of rare formulalion bcyond the aggravating Factors lisled in Bachan Sinqh to

cases where the collective conscience of the community is so shocked that it

will expect the holders of the judicial power centre to inflict the death penalty

irrespective of their personal opinion as regards desirdbility or otheruise of

retaining lhc dealh penalty, .tuch a penally can be inflicted But the Bench in

this case undertined thal futl weightagc must be accorded to the mitigating

circumstances in a casc and a just batance had lo be struck betvveen the

aggravating and the mitigating circumstances' Ancr so stating, thc Couft ruled

thus:

20. fhe rarest of the rare case comes when a convict would be a

menace and threat lo the harmonious and peaceful cocxislence of the society'

The crime mdy be heinous or brutal but may not be in the category of the

rarest oF the rare case. There musl be no reason to believe that the accused

cannot be reformed or rehabilitated and that he is likely to continue criminal

acts of violence as would constitute a continuing threat to the societY' The

accused may be a menace to lhe society and would continue to be so'

threatening its peaceful and harmonious coexistence fhe manner in which the

crime is committed must be such thal it may result in intense and extreme

indignation ol thc community and shock lhe cotleclive conscience of the

socicty. Whcre an accused does nol act on any spur-of-the' moment

provocation and indulges himself in a deliberatcty planned crime and [pic]

meticulously executes it, thc dcath sentence may be the most aPpropriate

punishment for such a ghastly Uime. The death sentence may be waffanted

where the victims are innocent children and helpless women Thus, in case the

crime is committed in a most cruel and inhuman manner which is an extremely

brutal, grotesque, diabolical, revolting and daslardly manner, where his act

affects the cntire moral fibre of thc society e g. crtme committed For power or

potitical anbition or indulging in organised criminal activities, death sentence

shoutd be awarded. (See C. Muniappan v. State of f N [172J , Dara Singh v'

Republic ol India[173], Surendra Koli v. State of U.P'[174], Mohd Mannan[l7sJ

and Sudam v. State oF Maharashtrd[ 176]. )
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21. fhus, it is cvident lhal for awarding the death sentence, there

must be existence of aggravating circumstances and the consequential absence

of mitigating circumstances. As to whether the dedth sentence should be

awarde4 would depend upon the factual scenario of the case in hand,.,,..

357. When we cauliously, consciously and anxiously wetgh the

aggravating circumstanccs and the mitigating factors, we arc compelled to

arrlve at the singular conclusion that the aggravating circumstanccs outweigh

thc mitigating circumstances now brought on record, Therefore, we conclude

and hold that the High Courl has correctly confirmcd thc death penalty and we

see no reason to differ with lhe same."

43, However, coming back to the facts of the present case, it is seen

that accused Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath committed ghastly, barbaric

and diabolic crime of murder of Dusmanta Nath, their next door

neighbour, but their act cannot be said to be in the category of rarest of

rare cases because there is no reason to believe that the accused

persons cannot be reformed or rehabilitated and that they are likely to

continue criminal acts of violence as would constitute a continuing threat

to the society. It is also observed that during the prolong period from

the commission of the crime on 27-09-7073 till the date of passing this

judgment no such report of violence or unusual conduct has been

received or reported so as to assume that accused would pose a grave

threat to the peace loving society. Situated thus, this cout comes to

unerring conclusion that the present case cannot be said to be in the

category of rarest of rare cases so as to award death penalty.

44, Having taken into consideration the nature and gravity of the

crime and perennial effect of such crime in the society irrespective of

the fact that accused are middle aged men and they have a considerable

life span, this Couft consider it appropriate to sentence the accused

persons adequately to send a clear signal to society that criminals

should not go unpunished for the wrong committed by them.
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45, Resultantly, this Court is of the considered view that awarding

rigorous imprisonment for life and to pay a fine of Rs' 10,000/-

(Rupees Ten Thousand) only by each accused total Rs. 2O,OOO|'

(Rupees Twenty Thousand) for offence under Section 302134 lPC

would serve the ends of;ustice. In default of payment of fine, accused

persons shall be liable to undergo 3 (three) months simple

imprisonment.

46. In view of Section 357(1) Cr.P.C. the fine of Rs. 10,000^(

Rupees Ten Thousand) only each imposed on accused persons is

directed to be paid to the wife of deceased for defraying the expenses of

prosecution as provrded under Section 357(1) (a) Cr.P.C. The payment

of such fine is however, subject to conditions lald down in Section

3s7(2) Cr.P.C.

47. Apart from this, by invoking provisions of Section 357-A (2X3)

Cr.P.C. the Dlstrict Legal Services Authority, Sonitpur, Tezpur is directed

to make an inquiry and suggest award of adequate compensation to the

family of victim for rehabilitation/financial asslstance as provided under

Victim Compensation Scheme.

48. Let a copy of the judgment be forwarded to the Secretary DLSA,

Sonitpur, Tezpur for information and doing the needful immediately.

49, The period of detention, if any, already undergone by accused

persons during the course of investigation, enquiry or trial shall be set

off against the term of imprisonment as provided u/s 428 Cr.P.C.

50. Both the accused be taken into custody immediately.

51. The bail bonds of accused Anjan Nath and Sailen Nath stands

cancelled and sureties stands discharged.

52, Destroy the seized materials in due course of law if not already

destroyed.
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53. Let a copy of the judgment be furnished to accused persons free

of cost as provided in section 363 Cr.p.C.

54, Accused have been informed about their right to appeal to
Higher Court against the judgment of conviction and sentence.

55. Let a copy of the judgment be forwarded to the learned District

Magistrate, Sonitpur as provided in sectron 365 Cr.p.C.

56. Send back the GR case to the learned commlttal couft.

57, ludgement is pronounced and delivered in open court under the

Seal and digital signature of this Court on the 22nd day of December,

2021.
CHATRA 3l:.,fl11;f*.
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(C.B.Gosoi)
Sessions Judge,
Sonitpur, Tezpur.

Dictated and Corrected by me

cHATRA Die,,"ry,iq".d
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(C.8. Gogoi)
Sessions Judge
Sonitpur, Tezpur.
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